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Abstract 
A bowtie is a pair of edge disjoint triangles of K, with a common vertex. A bowtie system is 
an edge disjoint decomposition of K, into bowties. A bowtie system is 2-perfect if it has 
the additional property that each bowtie can be replaced by exactly one of its distance 
2 graphs so that the resulting collection of bowties is also a bowtie system. We show that the 
spectrum of 2-perfect bowtie systems is precisely the set of all n = 1 or 9 (mod 12), with the 
possible exceptions of n=69 and 81. We also solve the same problem for K,\K,. That is, we 
show that a 2-perfect decomposition of K,\ K3 into bowties exists if and only if v E 3 or 
7 (mod 12). 
1. Introduction 
A bowtie is a pair of edge disjoint triangles of the complete undirected graph 
K, with a common vertex. A bowtie system of order u is a pair (S,B), where B is 
a collection of edge disjoint bowties which partition the edge set of K,, with vertex set 
S. It is an easy exercise to see that a necessary condition for the existence of a bowtie 
system (S, B) or order u is u = 1 or 9 (mod 12), and in this case 1 I31 = u(u - l)/ 12. Now 
given a bowtie system (S, B), if we denote by T the collection of U(V - 1)/6 triangles 
making up the bowties in E, then (S, T) is a Steiner triple system. HorLk and Rosa [3] 
proved that any Steiner triple system of order t’s 1 or 9 (mod 12) can be partitioned 
into bowties, so that the spectrum for bowtie systems is precisely the set of all v = 1 or 
9(mod 12). (Actually Horik and Rosa proved the more general result that the block 
intersection graph of a block design is Hamiltonian.) 
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Now let (S,B) be a bowtie system of order v. Ift={{a,b,c}, {a,d,e}} is a bowtie of 
B, we will denote by 2t the set of two bowties { { { a, b, e}, { a, c, d} }, { { a, b, d}, { a, c, e} } }. 
b c -  
t=  ~ 2t= 
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A bowtie system (S, B) is said to be 2-perfect provided it is possible, for each teB, to 
select a bowtie from 2t so that the resulting collection B* of bowties gives a bowtie 
system (S, B*). 
Example 1.1. A bowtie system of order 9 which is not 2-perfect. 
S= {1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8,9}, and 
B={{(1,2,3}, {1,5,9}}, {{4,5,6}, {4,3,8} , 
{ {9,7,8}, {7,2,6} , { {1,4, 7}, {1,6,8} , 
{ {2,5,8}, {2,4,9}}, {{3,6,9}, {3,5,7} }. 
In what follows, if t = { { a, b, c}, { a, d, e} }, we will write ( (a, b, c), (a, d, e) } to indicate 
that the bowtie { { a, b, e}, { a, d, c} } is selected from 2t and {(a, b, c), (a, e, d)} to indicate 
that the bowtie { { a, b, d}, { a, e, c} } is selected from 2t. 
Example 1.2. 2-perfect bowtie system of order 21. 
S={(i,j)lieZv,j=l,2,3}, and 
B = { {((i, 1), (i, 2), (i, 3)), ((i, 1), (i + 1, 1), (i+ 3, 1))}, 
{((i, 1), (/+2, 3), (i+5, 3)), ((i, 1), (i+2, 2), (i+5, 2))}, 
{((i, 2), (i+4, 1), (i+ 1, 2)), ((i, 2), (i+ 5, 2), (i+ 1, 3))}, 
{((i, 2), (i+ 1, 1), (i+2, 3)), ((i, 2), (i+5, 3), (i+6, 1))}, 
{ ((i, 3), (i + 4, 1), (i + 1, 3)), ((i, 3), (i + 1, 2), (i + 5, 3))} }. 
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An exhaustive search has shown that there do not exist 2-perfect bowtie systems of 
orders 9 or 13. We will show, however, that with the two possible exceptions of 69 and 
81, there exists a 2-perfect bowtie system of every order u= 1 or 9(mod 12) ~821. 
Now a Steiner triple system of order v E 3 or 7 (mod 12) cannot be partitioned into 
bowties, for the obvious reason that the number of triangles is odd. So, the best 
possible result would be to partition the triangles into bowties with exactly one 
triangle left over; i.e. a maximum packing with bowties. The Horak and Rosa result 
guarantees that not only can this be done, but it can be done in such a way that any 
designated triangle is left over. This result, however, is far from guaranteeing a 2- 
perfect maximum packing. Hence we make the following definition. A 2-perfect 
maximum packing bowtie system (MP bowtie system) is a pair (S,B), where B is 
a 2-perfect decomposition of K,\K, into bowties with vertex set S. We will show that 
the spectrum for 2-perfect MP bowtie systems is precisely the set of all v 3 or 
7 (mod 12). 
Apart from being of interest in their own right, 2-perfect bowtie systems have the 
following useful application. A bowtie system (S, B) can be interpreted as a decomposi- 
tion of K, into a collection of closed trails C of length 6 as follows: 
If 
b C 
a E B, 
2i 
e d 
place exactly one of the closed trails (a, 6, c, a, d, e) or (a, b, c, a, e, d) in C. We can now 
define a binary operation ‘ 0’ on S as follows: 
(1) x o x=x, for all XES, and 
(2) for x#y, xoy=z and yox=w if and only if (...w,x,y,z-..)EC. 
It follows that the closed trails belonging to C can be selected so that the groupoid 
(S, o) is a quasigroup if and only if the bowtie system (S, B) is 2-perfect. 
Now given a %-perfect m-cycle system (S, C) (see [4] for the appropriate definitions) 
we can define a quasigroup (S, o) just for closed trials by 
(1) x o x=x, for all XES, and 
(2) for x#y, xoy=z and yox=w if and only if (...w,x,y,z..-)EC. 
A question that has been around for some time asks whether or not the quasigroup 
associated with 2-perfect m-cycle systems are the finite members of a variety. For 
m = 3, 5, and 7 they are! It is not possible to construct 2-perfect 4-cycle systems and so 
until recently the first unsettled case was for m=6. In [l] Bryant constructed 
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a 2-perfect 6-cycle system and a 2-perfect closed trail system (with trails of length 6) 
such that the quasigroup associated with the 2-perfect closed trail system is the 
homomorphic image of the 2-perfect 6-cycle system, thereby proving that the 
quasigroups associated with 2-perfect 6-cycle systems are not the finite members of 
a variety. Actually Bryant proved a much more general result, but we are interested 
here in cycles and closed trails of length 6 only. 
The above remarks serve to indicate that 2-perfect bowtie systems are not an idle 
curiousity. Having said all of the above we now proceed with the main constructions 
in this paper. 
2. Some examples and preliminary results 
An exhaustive search has shown that there are no 2-perfect bowtie systems of order 
9 or 13. The following examples are crucial. 
Example 2.1. A 2-perfect bowtie system of order 25 with S=Hzs and 
B=~{(i,i+1,i+3),(i,i+11,i+7)),{(i,i+20,i+12),(i,i+10,i+16)}~i~;Z~,}. 
Example 2.2. A 2-perfect bowtie system of order 37 with S=Z:37 and 
B={{(i,i+1,i+3),(i,i+5,i+17)},{(i,i+4,i+10),(i,i+22,i+13)}, 
{(i,i+7,i+23),(i,i+29,i+18)}1igH,,}. 
Example 2.3. A 2-perfect bowtie system of order 33 with S = { (i, j) 1 FEZ,,, j= 1,2,3} 
and B defined below. (Here we list the eight starter or initial bowties; the first 
component is then cycled modulo 11 while the second one is kept fixed, so there are 88 
bowties altogether.) 
B= (((0, I), (10,1X (4, I)), ((0,1X (9, I), (0,2))), 
{ ((0, I), (0,3), (L3)), ((0, I), (3, I), (4,2))), 
(((0, I), (2,3), (3,2)), ((0, I), (9,2), (5,2))3, 
(((0, I), (8,2), (6,2)), ((0, I), (10,2), (6,3))}, 
(((0,1X (7,2), (5,3)), ((0, I), (4,3), (7,3))}, 
(((0,2), (8,2), (5,3)), ((0,2), (2,3), (10,2))}, 
{ ((0,3), (3, I), (2,3)), ((0,3), (10,2), (5>2)))> 
(((0,3), (8,1X (6,3)), ((0,3), (7,2), (773))). 
The most crucial example for the construction is perhaps also the most simple! We 
give that next. 
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Example 2.4. A 2-perfect decomposition of Kz, z, Z into bowties. 
S= {a, b} u {c, d} u {e,f}, and 
{((a,c,e),(a,U)), ((~,cJ-)>(b?d?c))). 
Our constructions also require 2-perfect bowtie systems of orders 
45,49,57,61,69,81 and 85. These are isolated cases, not needed for the recursive 
constructions. We list these (except for 69 and 81) in the Appendix. 
We shall also need several group divisible designs (GDDs) with blocks of size 3 and 
different group sizes. The existence of these is given in [2] (or in references therein). 
Henceforth ‘GDD’ will always mean a group divisible design with block size 3 and 
index 1= 1. 
Finally, in this section we give one example for the case where the number of 
triangles is odd, so that one (fixed) triple forms the leave, (CC 1, co2, ~0~). 
Example 2.5. A 2-perfect MP bowtie system of order 7. Let 
S={mr, a2, ~,}u{l,2,3,4}, and 
B=({(~01,1,2),(002,3,4)}, {(ac,3,1,3),(coz,4,2)},{(cc3,1,2),(~03r1,2))). 
3. The constructions when u = 1 or 9 (mod 12) 
We break the construction into four parts: u= 1,9,13 or 21 (mod 24). 
3.1. v=24n+ 1 
Let S={co}u((i,j)~l<i~12n,j=l,2}.Ontheset (1,2, . . ..12n} takeaGDDwith 
n groups of size 12, provided n>3. Define a collection B of bowties as follows: 
(i) For each group ISI> g2, . . . . g12} of the GDD, on the set 
{co} u {(g,j) 1 1 <id 12n, j= 1,2) define a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 25 (see 
Example 2.1), and place these bowties in B. 
(ii) For each block {x, y, z} of the GDD, on the set {(x, l), (x, 2)) u {(y, l), (y, 2)) u 
{(z, 1X (z, 2)) d e fi ne a 2-perfect bowtie system of K2, 2, 2 (see Example 2.4), and place 
these bowties in B. 
Then (S, B) is a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 24n + 1. 
This leaves the isolated case K,, (when n=2); this is in the Appendix. 
3.2. v=24n+9 
Let S={co}u{(i,j)l l<i<12n+4, j=l,2}. On the set {1,2, . . . . 12n+4} take 
a GDD with n- 1 groups of size 12 and one group of size 16, this exists for n84 
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(or II= 1). Define a collection B of bowties as follows: 
(0 If {sr, g2, . . . ,g16) is the group of size 16, on the set {oC:}U((g,j)ll<i<16, 
j = 1,2} define a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 33 (see Example 2.3), and place these 
bowties in B. 
(ii) For each group {h,, . . . , h12j of size 12, on the set {a}u((hi,j)l l<i<12, 
j = 1,2} define a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 25 (see Example 2. l), and place these 
bowties in B. 
(iii) Repeat (ii) of 3.1 above. 
Then (S, B) is a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 24n + 9. 
Only the isolated case (when n = 2 and 3) or orders 57 and 81 remain; the former is 
in the Appendix. 
3.3. u=24n+13 
Let S={co}u((i,j)~l~i~12n+6,j=1,2}. On the set {1,2, . . . . 12n+6} we take 
a GDD with one group of size 18 and n- 1 of size 12, which exists for n >4. Define 
a collection B of bowties as follows: 
(i) For each group {gt, g2, . . . , ga} of the GDD (where a= 18 once, and other- 
wise 12), on the set {co} u { (gi, j) 1 1 <i <a, j = 1,2} define a 2-perfect bowtie system 
of order 37 (if u= 18) or of order 25 (if a = 12). (See Examples 2.2 and 2.1 
respectively.). 
(ii) Repeat (ii) of 3.1 above. 
Then (S, B) is a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 24n + 13. 
The isolated cases of orders 61 and 85 remain, when n = 2 and 3 respectively. These 
are both given in Appendix. 
3.4. a=24n+21 
LetS={co}u{(i,j)~1di~12n+10,j=1,2}.Ontheset{1,2,...,12n+10)wetake 
a GDD with one group of size 10 and n groups of size 12, which exists for n > 3. Define 
a collection B of bowties as follows: 
(i) For each group {sI, g2, .._ , g,} of the GDD (where a= 10 once, and otherwise 
12), on the set {co} u { (gi, j) I 1 < i < a, j = 1,2} define a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 
21 (if a= 10) or of order 25 (if a= 12). (See Examples 1.2 and 2.1 respectively.). 
(ii) Repeat (ii) of 3.1 above. 
Then (S, B) is a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 24n +21. 
The isolated cases of orders 45 and 69 (when n= 1 and 2 respectively) remain; the 
former is given in the Appendix. 
Combining the above results gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. The spectrum for 2-perfect bowtie systems is the set of all v= 1 or 
9(mod 12) 0221, except possibly 69 and 81. 
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4. The constructions when u G 3 or 7 (mod 12) 
Here in each case the ‘leave’, or unused triple, will be {a I, coZ, as}. 
4.1. v=12n+3 
Let S={~,,co2,co3}u{(i,j)~1<i<6n,j=1,2}. On the set {1,2,...,6n} take 
a GDD with 3n groups of size 2, which exists for all n 3 1. Then we define a collection 
of bowties B as follows: 
(i) For each group {gr, g2} of the GDD, on the set (cc,, oo2, co3}u((g1, l), 
(g2, l), (gr, 2), (g2, 2)}, define a 2-perfect MP bowtie system of K,\ K3 (see Example 
2.5) and place these bowties in B. 
(ii) For each block (x, y, z> of the GDD, on the set {(x, l), (x, 2)) u {(y, l), (y, 2)} u 
{(z, 1X (z, 2)3 d e fi ne a f-perfect bowtie system of K *, 2, 2 (see Example 2.4) and place 
these bowties in B. 
Then (S, B) is a 2-perfect bowtie system of order 12n + 3. 
There are no isolated cases. 
4.2. r=12n+7 
Let S={ocI,~~,ccl,}u{(i,j)~1di<6n+2,j=1,2). On the set (1,2, . . ..6n+2} 
take a GDD with 3n+ 1 groups of size 2, which exists for all n> 1. The rest of the 
construction follows 4.1 above. 
Again there are no isolated cases missing. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. The spectrum for 2-perfect MP bowtie systems is the set of all v-3 or 
7 (mod 12). 
Appendix 
Order 45: 11 starters, mod (15, -). 
(((0, l)i (13>3), (9>2)),((0,1),(7,2),(1, I))}, (((0, f),(& 3),(11,1)X ((0, f)>(% 1X(0,2))}, 
(((0>1),(3,3),(4,2)),((0,1),(13,2),(12, I))}, {((0,1),(9,3),(2,2)),((0,1),(7,1),(13, I))), 
(((0, I), (2>3),(12> 2)),((0,1),(1,3),(3,2))}, (((0, I), (4,3),(11,2)), ((0, I),(% 3),(14,2))), 
(((0, I), (0,3), (1@3)), ((0, I), (14,3), (7,3))}, { ((0,2), (7, I), (3,3)), ((0,2), (2,3), (8,2))}, 
{((0>2), (10, l),(l, 3)),((0,2),(3,2),(1,2))), (((0,2), (4,2),(10,2)),((Q2),(10,3)>(11,3))}, 
{((0,3), (3,2), (3,3)), ((0,3), (13,3), (9,3))). 
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Order 49: 4 starters, mod49. 
((0, 1,3),(0> 5,38)}, {(0,4,10),(0,18, W}, ((0,7,29),(0,15,23)), ((0,9,30),(0,24,36)). 
Order 57: 14 starters, mod(19, -). 
(((0, l), (8>3), (13,3)), ((0, l), (16,2), (0,2))}, (((0, l), (5,3), (9,3)), ((0, I), (13, l), (0,3)))> 
(((0, l), (10,2), (12,3)),((0,1), (11,3), (1,3))}, (((0, I), (1, I), (3,3)), ((0,1),(7,3), (2, WI, 
(((0, l), (4,3), (5,l)X((O, 1X (2, l), (17,3))}, (((0, I), (5,2), (lo, I)), ((0, l), (16,3),(10,3)))> 
{((Ql),(l2,1),(15,1)),((0, lb (14,3),(18,2))), (((4 1X (3,2),(12,2)),((0,1),(9, WllJ))}, 
(((0, l), (7,2), (15,~))~ ((0, I), (11, l), (17,~)))~ (((0~2)~ (6, l), (7,~))~ ((0,2),(9,3), (1,2))1, 
(((0,2), (11,1),(15,2)),((0,2),(13,2), (13,3))), {NO,& (5,2),(17,3)),((0,2),(7,3), (6,3))), 
{((0,3), (l,%(ll, 3)),((0,3),(15,2),(12,3))}, {((0,3),(5,2),(16,3)),((0,3),(16,2),(17,3))}. 
Order 61: 5 starters, mod 61. 
((0, L30), (0,3,50)}, { (R&6), (0, lo, WI, 
{(~,5,4~),(~,54,37)),{(~,8,4~),(0,16,5~)},{(~,13,46),(~,18,38)}. 
Order 85: 7 starters, mod 85 
{(~,1,31),(~,~,45)},((~,3,53),(~,4,13)}, 
{ (0,591 l), (0,20,48)}, ((0,7,63), (0,24,62)}, 
{(0,8,18), (0,68,27)}, {(0,12,71), ((X33,69)}, 
((0,15,34), (0,60,21)}. 
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